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Summary

The method of meso-scale asymptotic approximations has proved to be very effective for the
analysis of models of solids containing large clusters of defects, such as small inclusions or
voids. Here, we present a new avenue where the method is extended to elastic multi-structures.
Geometrically, a multi-structure makes a step up in the context of overall dimensions, compared
to the dimensions of its individual constituents. The main mathematical challenge comes from
the analysis of the junction regions assigned to the multi-structure itself. Attention is given to
problems of vibration and on the coupling of vibration modes corresponding to displacements
of different orientations. The method is demonstrated through the dynamic analysis of infinite or
finite multi-scale asymmetric flexural systems consisting of a heavy beam connected to a non-
periodic array of massless flexural resonators within some interval. In modelling the interaction
between the beam and the resonators, we derive a vectorial system of partial differential equations
through which the axial and flexural motions of the heavy beam are coupled. The solution of
these equations is written explicitly in terms of Green’s functions having intensities determined
from a linear algebraic system. The influence of the resonators on the heavy beam is investigated
within the framework of scattering and eigenvalue problems. For large collections of resonators,
dynamic homogenization approximations for the medium within the location of the resonant
array are derived, leading to (i) the classical Rayleigh beam for symmetric systems and (ii) a
generalized Rayleigh beam for asymmetric structures that support flexural–longitudinal wave
coupling. Independent numerical simulations are also presented that demonstrate the accuracy of
the analytical results.

1. Introduction

The method of meso-scale asymptotic approximations (1, 2) provides an effective breakthrough for
problems normally considered as non-treatable by analytical means that gives a pointwise description
of the fields around defects within a cluster. Typically, if one has to deal with modelling a large cluster
of inclusions or impurities of different types embedded in an elastic solid, the popular approach
would be to resort to the methods involving the analysis of random media and homogenisation,
which exclude information about the immediate neighbourhood of inclusions. On the other hand,
in many instances the use of modern technologies would provide essential data through scans with
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coordinates of inclusions within the cluster, as well as their typical size and shape. Indeed, the
pointwise description of the physical fields around the inclusions is also important in the context
of the evaluation of the stress concentration and identification of the dynamic defect modes. The
work (1, 2), in turn, is based on the fundamental studies (3, 4) of singularly perturbed problems
based on the method of compound asymptotic expansions, which opens up larger avenues in
the context of higher order approximations, compared to popular approaches based on matched
asymptotics.

In the book (2) and the papers (1, 5–10), the method of meso-scale asymptotic approximations has
been applied both to the scalar problems, related to Laplace’s operator, as well as vector problems
of linear elasticity and electromagnetism. Furthermore, the method has been extended in (11) to
problems of elastic vibrations for solids containing structured inertial interfaces.

In the present article, we address the question of modelling meso-scale clusters for elastic multi-
structures. We choose to study flexural multi-structures, where a main beam is connected to a large
cluster of beams, and the emphasis is made on their combined dynamic response, rather than a
solution of a static boundary value problem.

Models of flexural multi-scale systems have great importance in civil engineering and can represent
a multitude of structures including bridges, bridge decks, buildings, pipeline systems, rooftops, etc.
Hence, understanding their dynamic behaviour is paramount in mitigating catastrophic risks to
society. Engineering structures such as the aforementioned often possess elongated and slender
members relative to their overall size. Additionally, they generally have periodic assemblies, paving
the way to highly accurate lower-dimensional models that describe the behaviour of these structures
and their failure with the use of fundamental mechanical elements including beams, rods, masses,
dampers etc. In connection with improving safety of engineering systems through similar modelling
approaches, we briefly highlight the study of damage evolution (12, 13) within and dynamic failure
(14–17) of flexural systems owing to external loading that also plays a crucial role in this paradigm.

Flexural stratified systems have wide application in the design of structured waveguides and
vice versa. In fact, in comparison with numerical and experimental approaches, analytical models
describing these waveguides are key to the cost-effective design of a novel range of materials whose
microstructure helps them to undergo extraordinary and counter-intuitive responses. The flexural
media we consider here, use an internal resonant microstructure to bestow the master structure with
negative inertial effects for translation and rotation. In connection with the latter, the rotational inertia
has played a key role in creating anisotropic dynamic responses in networks of Rayleigh beams (18–
21). Further, collections of resonators have paved the way for innovative ‘meta-surfaces’ for elastic
layers (22, 23) to convert surface waves to bulk waves.

Examples of lattice-type models related to the present work include one-dimensional (1D) models
for stratified passive flexural systems (21, 24, 25), elastic periodic materials with self-similar
dispersive properties owing to their microstructure (26), graded resonant waveguides for enhancing
wave attenuation (27) and 1D waveguides that support edge modes (28). In contrast to linear
wave theory, we mention that nonlinear dynamic phenomena concerning flexural–longitudinal wave
coupling has also been studied in 1D elastic systems under configurational forces in (29). Further,
flexible materials that utilise large deformations to manipulate waves of finite amplitudes have also
been constructed (30, 31).

Further, periodically placed active gyroscopic components have been used to couple dynamic
elastic responses in beams (32, 33) and 1D elastic (34) and flexural (35) waveguides, where the
latter at low-frequency approximate Rayleigh gyrobeams (33). One may also employ gyroscopes to
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Fig. 1 Examples of an infinite beam axially aligned with the x-axis and attached to N flexural resonators
aligned parallel to the positive y-axis. (a) A 3D schematic of the system and (b) the two-dimensional view of
such a system in the xy-plane, where we address the motion of this system.

provide a dynamic coupling between flexural and longitudinal motions of a beam, but in contrast,
here, we develop a model of a passive system that reproduces this phenomenon.

The multi-coupling of wave phenomena in passive media is an crucial paradigm in engineering
design, for instance of structures with important applications in piping, power and process industries
(36). Further, similar coupling effects are being exploited in the design of innovative soft-robotic
devices (37, 38). Multi-coupling of waves has been investigated in the framework of periodic elastic
systems in the last 50 years. Theoretical advances in approaches for analysing this phenomenon were
developed by Mead (39). The interaction between flexural and longitudinal waves in damped plates
with periodic stiffeners has been analysed in (40). Flexural–longitudinal coupling of waves in infinite
periodic flexural structures with transverse arrays of beams has been considered in (41), where it is
shown that the transverse members can enhance wave transmission within the medium. This coupling
has also been numerically and experimentally studied in the context of a frequency response analysis
for the forcing of finite periodic flexural systems (42). Analytical and experimental studies of the
multi-coupling of waves in forced systems has appeared in (43, 44). A unified theoretical approach
for determining the response of general classes of elastic systems with discrete or continuous
microstructures has been recently developed in (45).

In contrast to those problems mentioned above, here we focus on modelling the dynamic behaviour
of a class of flexural systems that have a non-periodic microstructure. Namely, we consider a beam
attached to a non-periodic arrangement of massless flexural resonators, as shown in Fig. 1, that
within certain frequency regimes contribute negative translational or rotational inertial effects to the
remaining structure. We refer to this structure as a comb multi-structure or comb in this article. The
considered scenario removes the opportunity of using the techniques that use Fourier transforms,
Floquet–Bloch conditions etc.; all requiring a geometrical periodicity for their application.

On the other hand, we develop analytical tools aimed at recovering the behaviour of such systems,
which includes capturing effects associated with dynamic interactions within the microstructure at
any given frequency.

The application of resonators in controlling wave phenomena in solids also provides new avenues
for the design of structured materials. Several types of resonators that adjust the translational inertial
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properties of the remaining medium have been considered in (46) for infinite systems of spring-
like points, (47, 48) where the influence of various infinite mass-spring arrays on flexural wave
propagation is considered and (49), which contains the analysis of localisation around structured
resonant rings of point masses and mass-spring resonators. With respect to the analytical modelling
of vibration in finite systems with non-periodic collections of point defects, see (50), where
eigenfrequencies and eigenfunctions for thick plates possessing sparsely distributed point masses
have been determined.

Recently, numerical models have been employed to investigate the role of non-periodic arrays of
compressional resonators in converting elastic surface waves into bulk waves in a two-dimensional
elastic medium. This approach has led to the design of innovative seismic protection systems (22)
inspired by interactions between earthquakes and forests (23). Effective models governing surface
wave propagation of analogous periodic systems involving flexural periodic systems have been
derived in (51). Effective boundary conditions for three-dimensional elastic bodies with arrays of
flexural resonators have been studied in (52, 53), where the scattering of bulk waves by metasurfaces
has also been considered.

In relation to these studies, we mention the analytical tools we develop and employ in this article
are highly accurate in a range of meso-scale scenarios. They are applicable to beams with sparse non-
regular arrangements of resonators, dense non-periodic clusters of resonators and, as demonstrated
here, they also naturally lead to dynamic homogenisation approximations for periodic configurations.
In the latter configuration, one may also extract essential information about effective wavenumbers
(both real and complex) that govern the propagation of wave and evanescent modes inside densely
packed periodic medium. In connection with analysing effective wavefields for complex and random
media, we mention the investigations carried out in (54–57).

In section 2, we derive the equations governing the behaviour of the infinite asymmetric flexural
medium shown in Fig. 1, which contains an interval that is attached to a non-periodic array of
flexural resonators. Section 3 is dedicated to the derivation of the solution of this model with the use
of Green’s functions. In section 4, we concentrate on the case of a single resonator attached to the
beam and demonstrate the dynamic influence this resonator has on waveforms propagating through
the beam in the context of a scattering problem. In section 5, we show how the theory of sections 2
and 3 can be used within the framework of a dynamic homogenisation to obtain a model describing
a generalised Rayleigh beam, for systems with a large periodic cluster of resonators. We also derive
the effective boundary conditions for this effective medium in Appendix A, which is used to consider
the scattering of flexural waves by a periodic cluster of resonators in section 5. Section 6 contains the
treatment of eigenvalue problems for finite flexural systems with non-periodic clusters of flexural
resonators, where we also present a procedure to compute the entire spectrum of such systems and the
corresponding modes. Section 7 is devoted to derivation of dynamic homogenisation approximations,
based on meso-scale solutions, for Rayleigh beams that can possess negative translational and
rotational inertia, where further details of these derivations can be found in Appendix B. Finally, in
section 8, we end with some conclusions and discussion concerning the present work.

2. Formulation of the meso-scale problem: model problems

We consider the comb multi-structure as shown in Fig. 1, which is composed of an infinite beam
aligned axially with the x-axis and possessing a density ρ, cross-sectional area A, Young’s modulus E
and second moment of area J . Attached to this lateral beam are N flexural resonators directed parallel
with the y-axis and whose bases are positioned at a(j) along the infinite beam. The jth resonator is
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formed from massless flexural beams of length Lj, Young’s modulus Ej, cross-sectional area Aj and
second moment of area Jj, 1 ≤ j ≤ N . The tip of the jth massless beam is connected to a node of
mass mj and moment of inertia Iz

j , 1 ≤ j ≤ N , around the z-axis. For simplicity, we consider the
flexural and axial motions of members forming this system taking place only in the xy-plane.

2.1 The model problem for the main elastic beam

In the considered problem, the equations governing the motion of the resonators can be dispensed by
capturing the effective contributions of these elements in deriving a system of coupled differential
equations that dictate the behaviour of the lateral beam. Namely, we consider the time-harmonic
motion of the system and look for the displacement amplitudes U(x) and V (x), representing axial
and transverse motions of the lateral infinite beam. These displacement functions satisfy

ρAω2U(x) + EAU ′′(x) = −
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2
[
#j(ω)U(a(j)) + $j(ω)V ′(a(j))

]
δ(x − a(j)), (1)

and

− ρAω2V (x) + EJV ′′′′(x) =
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2&j(ω)V (a(j))δ(x − a(j))

−
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2
[
$j(ω)U(a(j)) + ϒj(ω)V ′(a(j))

]
δ′(x − a(j)), (2)

for −∞ < x < ∞. Here, the coefficients of the Dirac delta functions and its derivatives in the above
right-hand sides are rational functions of the radian frequency ω of vibration, given as

&j(ω) = EjAjmj

EjAj − mjω2Lj
,

$j(ω) =
6EjJjLjmj(LjI

z
j ω

2 − 2EjJj)

Dj
, #j(ω) = −

12EjJjmj(LjI
z
j ω

2 − EjJj)

Dj

and ϒj(ω) = −
4EjJj(−3[L2

j mj + Iz
j ]EjJj + Iz

j L3
j mjω

2)

Dj
, (3)

with
Dj = Iz

j L4
j mjω

4 − 4LjEjJj(L2
j mj + 3Iz

j )ω2 + 12E2
j J2

j .

2.2 Illustrative derivation of the governing equations for the displacement field in the main
beam

In what follows, we now derive the form of the coupled differential equations (1) and (2) governing
the motion of the lateral beam. We begin by writing the linear momentum balance for the lateral
beam in the form

ρAω2U(x) + EAU ′′(x) = −
∑

1≤j≤N

Q(x,j)δ(x − a(j)), (4)
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−ρAω2V (x) + EJV ′′′′(x) =
∑

1≤j≤N

[
F (y,j)δ(x − a(j))−M(z,j) d

dx
δ(x − a(j))

]
, (5)

where −∞ < x < ∞ and the action of the resonators on the lateral beam has been modelled as point
forces and moments represented by the appearance of the Dirac delta function δ and its derivatives,
respectively. The intensities of these quantities are determined by the axial force F(y,j) parallel to the
y-direction, the shear force Q(x,j) exerted in the x-direction and the moment M(z,j) applied around
the z-axis by the jth resonator. In the next section, we derive the form of these quantities.

2.3 Model problems for individual resonators

In order to derive the forcing and turning force intensities found in (4) and (5) due to the resonators,
one needs to consider the axial and flexural motions of these elements. We begin by deriving the
resonators’ effective contribution to the lateral beam owing to their axial motion, before moving to
the study of the contribution of the flexural motion of the resonators in section 2.3.2.

2.3.1 Axial motion of a resonator. The axial motion of the jth resonator is determined by the
function V (j)(ŷ), that satisfies:

(V (j))′′(ŷ) = 0

for 0 ≤ ŷ ≤ Lj, where ŷ is the local coordinate of the resonator. This function is also subject to the
conditions:

V (j)(0) = V (a(j)), V (j)(Lj) = vj.

Here, vj is the longitudinal displacement amplitude of the mass at the resonator’s tip. The
displacement function is therefore given by

V (j)(ŷ) = (vj − V (a(j)))
ŷ
Lj

+ V (a(j)). (6)

The linear momentum balance for the mass at the tip then yields the equation

−mjω
2vj = −F(y,j)(Lj), (7)

with

F(y,j)(ŷ) = EjAj(V (j))′(ŷ)

being the internal axial force experienced by the resonator. It follows from (7) and (6) that the term
F (y,j) in (5) can be written completely in terms of the lateral beam’s displacement at the base of the
resonator as follows:

F (y,j) = F(y,j)(0) = ω2&j(ω)V (a(j)), (8)

where &j(ω) is given in (3).
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2.3.2 Flexural motion of a resonator. Flexure of the jth resonator in the x-direction is governed by

(U(j))′′′′(ŷ) = 0, for 0 ≤ ŷ ≤ Lj,

where U(j) is the flexural displacement amplitude, acting parallel to the x-axis, for the massless beam.
Here, U(j) may be determined using the preceding equation and the boundary conditions involving
the displacements and rotations

((z,j)(ŷ) = −(U(j))′(ŷ)

about the z-axis at the end of the beam:

U(j)(0) = U(a(j)), U(j)(Lj) = uj,

((z,j)(0) = (z(a(j)), ((z,j)(Lj) = θ z
j .

Here, uj and θ z
j are generalised coordinates of the mass at the tip of the beam representing the

amplitudes of its displacement in the x-direction and rotation about the z-axis, respectively, and

(z(a(j)) = V ′(a(j)),

is the amplitude of rotation of the lateral beam about the z-axis at the jth junction. The function U(j)

is then found to be:

U(j)(ŷ) = −[(θ z
j + ((a(j)))Lj + 2(uj − U(a(j))] ŷ3

L3
j

+[3(uj − U(a(j))) + Lj(θ
z
j + 2(z(a(j))] ŷ2

L2
j

−(z(a(j))ŷ + U(a(j)). (9)

2.3.3 Identifying the shear force and moment applied at the junctions. To determine Q(x,j) and
M(z,j) in (4) and (5), we require the linear and angular momentum balance of the mass at the tip of
the resonator. The linear momentum principle in the x-direction is

−mjω
2uj = −Q(x,j)(Lj), (10)

whereas the angular momentum balance about the z-axis takes the form

−I (j)
z ω2θ z

j = −M(z,j)(Lj), (11)

where the internal shear forces and moments are:

Q(x,j)(ŷ) = −EjJj(U(j))′′′(ŷ), and M(z,j)(ŷ) = −EjJj(U(j))′′(ŷ),

respectively. Upon substitution of (9) into (10) and (11), one can obtain

Q(x,j) = Q(x,j)(0) = ω2#j(ω)U(a(j)) + ω2$j(ω)V ′(a(j)),

M(z,j) = M(z,j)(0) = ω2$j(ω)U(a(j)) + ω2ϒj(ω)V ′(a(j)), (12)

where the rational functions #j, $j and ϒj of the radian frequency ω are found in (3).
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2.4 The comb multi-structure

Thus using (4), (5), (8) and (12) we have the axial and flexural displacement of the lateral beam,
U(x) and V (x), respectively, satisfy

ρAω2U(x) + EAU ′′(x) = −
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2
[
#j(ω)U(a(j)) + $j(ω)V ′(a(j))

]
δ(x − a(j)),

and

−ρAω2V (x) + EJV ′′′′(x) =
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2&j(ω)V (a(j))δ(x − a(j))

−
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2
[
$j(ω)U(a(j)) + ϒj(ω)V ′(a(j))

]
δ′(x − a(j)),

for −∞ < x < ∞, where &j, #j, $j and ϒj are given in (3). Here it is clearly seen from the
above right-hand sides that the action of the resonators couples the axial and flexural motions of
the beam. Further, we comment that the coupling effect may be eliminated by either considering a
comb multi-structure that is symmetric about the x-axis or by considering special frequency regimes
where certain rational functions in the above right-hand side become zero. These facts are further
investigated in section 7, but for now, we focus on the solution to the above equations and the effect
of the coupling on vibrations propagating in the considered system.

3. The displacement field in the meso-scale multi-structure

The solution of (1) and (2) can be traced by using the Green’s functions g and G defined as solutions of

ρAω2g(x) + EAg′′(x) + δ(x) = 0, (13)

−ρAω2G(x) + EJG′′′′(x) + δ(x) = 0, (14)

with −∞ < x < ∞. According to the above, the functions g and G represent the response of the
lateral beam to an oscillating point force at the origin in the x- and y-directions, respectively. They
are also bounded and take the complex representations:

g(x) = i
2EAkR

exp (ikR|x|) ,

G(x) = 1

4EJk3
B

[
exp(−kB|x|) − iexp(ikB|x|)

]
,

with

kR =
(

ρω2

E

)1/2

, kB =
(

ρAω2

EJ

)1/4
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being the wavenumbers for the axial and flexural vibration of the beam, respectively. The solutions
U(x) and V (x) of (1) and (2) then take the form:

U(x) =
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2
[
#j(ω)U(a(j)) + $j(ω)V ′(a(j))

]
g(x − a(j)),

V (x) = −
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2&j(ω)V (a(j))G(x − a(j))

+
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2
[
$j(ω)U(a(j)) + ϒj(ω)V ′(a(j))

]
G′(x − a(j)). (15)

The unknown coefficients U(a(j)), V (a(j)) and V ′(a(j)) in the above right-hand sides can be obtained
through an algebraic system arriving from the computation of these quantities with (15).

3.1 Derivation of the algebraic system

We compute the left-hand sides of (15) at x = a(j) and also compute the derivative of V in (15) at
these points. In doing so, we obtain

U(a(k)) =
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2
[
#j(ω)U(a(j)) + $j(ω)V ′(a(j))

]
g(a(k) − a(j)) (16)

V (a(k)) = −
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2&j(ω)V (a(j))G(a(k) − a(j))

+
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2
[
$j(ω)U(a(j)) + ϒj(ω)V ′(a(j))

]
G′(a(k) − a(j))

(17)

and

dV
dx

(a(k)) = −
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2&j(ω)V (a(j))G′(a(k) − a(j))

+
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2
[
$j(ω)U(a(j)) + ϒj(ω)V ′(a(j))

]
G′′(a(k) − a(j)).

(18)

Before moving to the determination of U(a(j)), V (a(j)) and V ′(a(j)), next we look at a simplified
representation of the above system.

3.2 Alternative representation of the algebraic system

The homogeneous system (16)–(18) can be written in a more compact form as follows:

(I3N + ω2DN (ω))U = 0, (19)
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where I3N is the 3N × 3N identity matrix,

U = (U(a(1)), V (a(1)), V ′(a(1)), . . . , U(a(N)), V (a(N)), V ′(a(N)))T,

DN (ω) = [Dij(ω)]Ni,j=1, (20)

and

Dij(ω) =





−#j(ω)g(dij) 0 −$j(ω)g(dij)

−$j(ω)G′(dij) &j(ω)G(dij) −ϒj(ω)G′(dij)

−$j(ω)G′′(dij) &j(ω)G′(dij) −ϒj(ω)G′′(dij)




,

where dij = a(i) − a(j). Note in the case when i = j, we have

Djj(ω) =





− i#j(ω)
2EAkR

0 − i$j(ω)
2EAkR

0
(1 − i)&j(ω)

4EJk3
B

0

− (1 + i)$j(ω)
4EJkB

0 − (1 + i)ϒj(ω)
4EJkB





. (21)

A non-trivial solution U to (19) is then identified by considering the solutions of

det(I3N + ω2DN (ω)) = 0.

4. Dynamic Green’s functions and their derivatives in flexural scattering problems

Here, we aim to understand the behaviour of the beam with a single resonator attached (N = 1). In
particular, we consider a flexural wave propagating along beam initiated remotely from the left and
incident on the resonator. Without loss of generality, we assume the resonator is situated at the origin
(that is a(1) = 0). In this case, as we will see, the resonator can scatter the incoming wave, creating
perturbations in the total displacement field. This interaction can result in the increase or reduction
of the flexural wave amplitude in the system and promote the propagation of axial waveforms.

As an example of similar phenomena observed here, in Fig. 2, we show the response of the lateral
beam attached to a resonator, which scatters an incoming wave of unit amplitude generated remotely
from the left of the medium. Figure 2(a) shows the total displacement field of the problem based
on the analytical formulation discussed in section 4.1. In this case, in comparing with the system
without the resonator, this device can cause a slight amplification of the waves propagating to its
left, owing to the presence of reflected flexural waves. On the other hand, transmitted waves caused
by the resonator can reduce the amplitude of the wave propagating to the right.

Figure 2(b) illustrates the behaviour of the scattered field generated by the resonator based on finite
element computations in COMSOL MultiPhysics 5.3. There the problem considered is programmed
in the Structural Mechanics module. The lateral beam in the system is given a sufficiently large
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Fig. 2 (a) Total wave field produced by an incident wave of unit amplitude and frequency 1/(4π ) interacting
with a single flexural resonator. (b) Scattered wave field associated with the configuration in (a) determined by
computations in COMSOL MultiPhysics 5.3. (c) The scattered wave field produced by the analytical solution
is described in section 4.1. All other physical parameters in this computation are set to unity. The colour plot
displays the total displacements within the medium.

length and absorbing layers are set at both its ends to mitigate the influence of reflections from these
points.

It is evident in Fig. 2(b) that the flexural waves generated by the resonator dominate the
scattering process. Contrary to the observations made in relation to Fig. 2(a), the waves to the
right of the resonator have a much larger amplitude than those on the left and these waves possess
different phases that allow the system to assume the response in Fig. 2(a) when combined with the
incident wave.

In Fig. 2(c), we present the scattered field based on the analytical solution derived here. We
note there is an excellent visual agreement between the computations shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c).
Further examples of waveforms created by the resonator can be found in section 4.4 below, where
the promotion of axial waves at the expense of flexural wave motion can occur.
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4.1 The scattering problem and its solution

Based on section 2, the governing equations for the lateral beam are

ρAω2U(x) + EAU ′′(x) = −Qδ(x), (22)

and

− ρAω2V (x) + EJV ′′′′(x) = Fδ(x) − M δ′(x), (23)

for −∞ < x < ∞,

Q = ω2 [#1(ω)U(0) + $1(ω)V ′(0)
]
,

F = ω2&1(ω)V (0),

M = ω2 [$1(ω)U(0) + ϒ1(ω)V ′(0)
]
.

In this scenario, similar to the derivation of (15), the axial motion and flexural motion of the beam
possess the following amplitudes

U(x) = ω2 [#1(ω)U(0) + $1(ω)V ′(0)
]

g(x),

V (x) = eikBx − ω2&1(ω)V (0)G(x)

+ω2 [$1(ω)U(0) + ϒ1(ω)V ′(0)
]

G′(x), (24)

where we note the incident flexural field has been included in the representation of V (x). The unknown
coefficients U(0), V (0) and V ′(0) are then determined from an inhomogeneous system, found through
following similar steps as in sections 3.1 and 3.2, that gives:

U = (I3 + ω2D(ω))−1U0 (25)

with

U = (U(0), V (0), V ′(0))T, U0 = (0, 1, ikB)T,

and D = D1(ω) (see (20) and (21)).

4.2 Energy distribution within the structure

We now analyse how the resonator influences the partition of the incident wave energy in producing
reflected and transmitted waves. To get a better understanding of this, we consider the rate of change
of energy in the system by analysing the transient equivalent of the equations (22) and (23) that are
written in the time-harmonic regime.
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4.2.1 Derivation of the energy balance identity. Firstly, we rewrite equations (22) and (23) using
u(x, t) = U(x)e−iωt and v(x, t) = V (x)e−iωt to obtain:

−ρAü(x, t) + EAu′′(x, t) + Qe−iωtδ(x) = 0, (26)

and

− ρAv̈(x, t) − EJv′′′′(x, t) + [Fδ(x) − M δ′(x)]e−iωt = 0.

(27)

To this end, we take (26) and (27), multiply by u̇ and v̇, respectively. Next, we sum the obtained
equations and integrate the result with respect to x from −a to a with a > 0. For this integral, we
apply a standard procedure using integration by parts and then take the real part of the result. In
doing so, one can derive the identity:

∂

∂t

(∫ a

−a
E0dx

)
− Re

(∫ a

−a
R dx

)
+ Re

([
N (x)

]x=a
x=−a

)
= 0, (28)

where E0 is the energy density, that is, energy density per unit length of the wave guide, given by

E0 = 1
2

(
ρA(|v̇|2 + |u̇|2) + EJ|v′′|2 + EA|u′|2

)
,

R is power density having the form

R =
{
Qu̇(x, t) δ(x) + [Fδ(x) − M δ′(x)]v̇(x, t)

}
e−iωt

and the energy flux N is

N = −EAu′(x, t)u̇(x, t) + EJ[v′′′(x, t)v̇(x, t) − v′′(x, t)v̇′(x, t)].

Note that with complex representations of the displacements, E0 is time-independent, and hence the
first term in (28) is zero. Further, the integral in the second term of (28) is purely imaginary. This
can be seen by evaluating this integral and using (25) as follows:

∫ a

−a
R dx = {Qu̇(0, t) + F v̇(0, t) + M v̇′(0, t)}e−iωt,

= iω3
{
#1(ω)|U(0)|2 + &1(ω)|V (0)|2 + ϒ1(ω)|V ′(0)|2

+2$1(ω)Re(U(0)V ′(0))
}
.

Thus, we have shown that (28) reduces to

Re
([

N (x)
]x=a
x=−a

)
= 0, (29)

that is, the energy propagating to the left and the right of the resonator is the same.
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4.3 Energetic relationships involving wave amplitudes

Employing (24), we then find

lim
x→+∞

N (x) = N+(x) = 2EJk3
Bω|TF |2 + EAkRω|TA|2, (30)

and
lim

x→−∞
N (x) = N−(x) = 2EJk3

Bω(1 − |RF |2) − EAkRω|RA|2, (31)

with RF and RA (TF and TA) representing the amplitudes of reflected (transmitted) waves associated
with the flexural and axial motion of waveguide, given by

RF = 1

4EJk3
B

[
iF − kBM

]
, TF = 1 + 1

4EJk3
B

[
iF + kBM

]

and

RA = TA = iQ
2EAkR

. (32)

In combining (29)–(32), we then obtain the following identity

1 = AkR

Jk3
B

|TA|2 + |RF |2 + |TF |2. (33)

Further, note that in the configuration without a resonator, the axial and flexural deformations
are decoupled and only the incident flexural wave propagates throughout the medium. This wave
possesses the energy flux

Ninc = 2EJk3
Bω.

The corresponding energy density for this wave is then given by

Einc = Ninc

vF
g

=
√

ρAEJk2
Bω,

where vF
g = 2

√
EJ/(ρA) is the group velocity of the flexural wave. With this, identity (33) can then

be rewritten as the following energy balance law for the waveguide with a resonator:

Einc = CEA + E F
R + E F

T , (34)

where E F
R (E F

T ) is the energy density for the reflected (transmitted) flexural wave given by

E F
R =

√
ρAEJk2

Bω|RF |2, E F
T =

√
ρAEJk2

Bω|TF |2, (35)

EA is energy density for the scattered axial waves and C is a dimensionless coefficient:

EA = A
√

EρkRω|TA|2, C =
(

EA
Jρω2

)1/4
. (36)
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Fig. 3 (a) Energy ratios E F
R /Einc (curve labelled 1), E F

T /Einc (curve labelled 2) and CEA/Einc (curve labelled
3) as a function of the resonator mass m. (b) Magnification of the plot inside the blue dashed box in (a). Vertical
black dashed lines correspond to the computations of the structure’s profile in section 4.4.4. Computations are
based on (35) and (36).

4.4 Numerical illustrations for the scattering problem

4.4.1 Numerical configuration. We consider a single massless flexural resonator possessing a
spherical mass at the tip, having mass m, radius r = 0.1 and moment of inertia Iz = 2

5 mr2. A wave
of unit amplitude and frequency ω = 0.5 is assumed to be incident on the resonator located at the
origin. All other material parameters are set equal to unity in what follows. Our aim is to understand
the effect of the changing resonator’s mass on the propagation of the waves in lateral beam.

4.4.2 The energy balance. Here, we consider the behaviour in the partition of the incident wave
energy density in accordance with (34) as we vary the resonator’s mass. The associated results are
presented in Fig. 3(a), where the influence of m on the energy ratios E F

R /Einc, E F
T /Einc and CEA/Einc

is illustrated. A magnification of the results in Fig. 3(a) are also provided in Fig. 3(b), to demonstrate
fluctuations these ratios can undergo prior to converging to finite non-zero limits when increasing
m.

If there is no mass at the tip of the resonator, the presence of the massless flexural element attached
to the lateral beam has no influence on the incident wave Fig. 3(a) shows the resonator with a mass
attached to its tip brings scattering effects. In this case, the incident wave energy is distributed
amongst flexural and axial waves, propagating away from the resonator inside the lateral beam.

In particular, Fig. 3(a) and (b) reveals that the energy attributed to transmitted flexural wave can
be minimised for an appropriate choice of the mass m (=11.3). Simultaneously, the energy density
measured to the left of the resonator and attributed to flexural waves only is maximised at this value.
Note these illustrations also show that the properties of the resonator can be tuned to allow the energy
given to the axial wave propagating to the right of the resonator, given by CEA/(2Einc), to be greater
than the energy given to the transmitted flexural wave, represented by E F

T /(Einc). In fact, this feature
occurs for approximately m > 6, where at the start of this semi-infinite interval the energy possessed
by the axial waves can be maximised.
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Fig. 4 (a) Energy flux as a function of the resonator’s mass to the (a) left and (b) right of the resonator. The
total energy flux in both cases is given by green curves, based on (30) and (31). The red (black) curves are
the contributions to the flux generated by the flexural (axial) waves. Vertical black dashed lines occurring at
m = 2.5, 11.3 and 57, correspond to the computations of the structure’s profile in section 4.4.4. The horizontal
dashed line represents the energy flux connected with the incident wave that propagates unperturbed through
the system when m = 0, that is, when the mass of the flexural resonator is absent.

The above properties suggest that the axial deformations inside the medium can be become visible
within the system (in contrast, for instance, Fig. 2 where axial wave deformations are suppressed),
while effects due to the flexural deformations can be reduced. This effect amongst others is further
investigated in section 4.4.4.

4.4.3 The energy fluxes induced by the resonator. Next, we illustrate the behaviour of the energy
flux (that is, the rate of flow of energy through a cross section of the waveguide) in the medium in
connection with the presence of the resonator.

First, we note that, in accordance with (29), Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the total energy flux to the
left and the right of the resonator are equal. However, both of these figures indicate the partition of
these fluxes into fluxes attributed to flexural and axial waves are different to the left and right of the
resonator.

When m > 0, Fig. 4(a) shows that on the left of the resonator the energy flux attributed to the
combination of the incident and reflected flexural waves is always greater than the total flux. On the
other hand, the flux connected with the axial waves propagating in this region is always negative,
as expected due to the fact this is a feature of the outwardly propagating scattered field produced by
the resonator. In correspondence with results in section 4.4.2 concerning the energy density in the
medium, we note the resonator mass can be tuned to minimise the flux associated with both flexural
waves and axial waves to the left of the resonator.

Figure 4(b) illustrates other special features of the waveforms produced by the resonator to its
right. In this case, the flexural contribution to the energy flux, now generated by a single transmitted
flexural wave is always smaller than the total flux. Further, the flux connected to the axial waveforms
is positive. Figure 4(b) also demonstrates that the resonator can be tuned to promote the action of
axial waves at the expense of flexural waves in this part of the system. In particular, the resonator
mass may be tailored to minimise the flexural contribution to the energy density, so that the axial
contribution is dominant, which is consistent with those results discussed in Fig. 3. This effect clearly
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Fig. 5 Response of the lateral beam with different resonators having mass (a) 2.5, (b) 11.3 and (c) 57, that
interact with an incident wave with unit amplitude and frequency ω = 0.5. All other material parameters in this
example are set equal to unity. The colour plot indicates the total displacements of the system.

occurs for a resonator whose mass satisfies 6 < m < 57, where at the ends of this interval the fluxes
for both wave types are approximately equal.

4.4.4 Structural response for different resonators. Here, we discuss the displacement profile
assumed by the structure for different configurations of the resonators. These configurations
correspond to the vertical dashed lines in Figs 3 and 4, for the cases when the resonator mass
m = 2.5, 11.3 and 57. In ascending order, these values represent regimes when:

(i) the flexural waves are the dominant waveforms propagating in the lateral beam and the effects
of the axial waves are small (see Fig. 5(a)),

(ii) when the transmitted axial waves carry more energy than the transmitted flexural waves and,
in particular, the transmitted flexural wave energy can be minimised (Fig. 5(b)).

(iii) when flexural and axial transmitted waveforms possess the same amount of energy (Fig. 5(c)).

The profile of the structure for regime (i) is shown in Fig. 5(a). There, waves propagating through
the medium are mainly of the flexural type and the resonator undergoes a significant deformation. The
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axial response of the medium is suppressed, indicating the coupling between the axial and flexural
deformations in this configuration is small. Additionally, it is evident the resonator enables a slight
increase in the flexural wave amplitude to the left of the resonator, whilst producing a transmitted
wave with a noticeable reduction in the wave amplitude.

In Fig. 5(b), we consider regime (ii), where the coupling between axial and flexural responses of
the system becomes significant, and prominent axial effects are brought at the expense of flexural
motion. Here, the displacements along the resonator are mostly small except at its connection to
the lateral beam where a moderate deformation occurs. Despite these small deformations in the
resonator, this passive system enables a significant reduction in the amplitude of the flexural wave
propagating in the lateral beam either side of the resonator. Further, the influence of the axial waves in
this medium is also clear, as the deformation produced does not represent a pure sinusoidal waveform
(compare with Fig. 5(a)) and there is evidence of compression and extension in the lateral beam.

Regime (iii) is another case where the coupling between the axial and flexural motion is significant,
but waveforms associated with both can carry similar amounts of energy. An example of such a regime
is shown in Fig. 5(c). Here, we note the displacement of the resonator’s base is significant relative to
the displacements in the full medium. The influence of axial waves in the lateral beam is still visible
but here the flexural wave amplitude is larger than that found in Fig. 5(b), which is consistent with
the fact that in regime (iii), flexural waves possess more energy than those found in regime (ii).

4.5 Scattering of flexural waves by N resonators

Before moving to the next section, we briefly mention that the formulation presented in section 4.1
is easily extended to the case of N resonators. In this case, the total wavefields represented by U(x)
and V (x) satisfy (1) and (2). For this problem, U(x) takes the form in (15) and V (x) admits the
representation

V (x) = eikBx −
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2&j(ω)V (a(j))G(x − a(j))

+
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2
[
$j(ω)U(a(j)) + ϒj(ω)V ′(a(j))

]
G′(x − a(j)), (37)

where the coefficients U(a(j)), V (a(j)) and V ′(a(j)), 1 ≤ j ≤ N , are obtained via:

U = (I3N + ω2DN (ω))−1U0

with DN (ω) given in (20),

U = (U(a(1)), V (a(1)), V ′(a(1)), . . . , U(a(N)), V (a(N)), V ′(a(N)))T,

and
U0 = (0, eikBa(1)

, ikBeikBa(1)
, . . . , 0, eikBa(N)

, ikBeikBa(N)
)T.

The solution described here will be implemented in numerical illustrations in the next section, where
an effective model describing the case when N is large is derived as an efficient alternative to the
solution presented here.
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5. Dynamic homogenisation via meso-scale approximations

5.1 Homogenisation of the governing equations

Here, we derive the partial differential equations governing the effective behaviour of the medium
in the case when the number of resonators within a finite interval of the comb multi-structure
becomes large. The approximations are based on the exact meso-scale solution described above. This
encodes important information about high-frequency dynamic regimes through Green’s functions
utilised in constructing the solution and the unknown coefficients characterising the motion of
junctions obtained from the algebraic system. We note these coefficients for dense configurations are
approximated by solutions to the corresponding effective problem, which is the generalised Rayleigh
beam (see (6) for a similar related discussion), which in turn offers an efficient and fast method for
solving a large algebraic system when the number of resonators is large.

To obtain the dynamic homogenisation approximation for the system, we will assume that N
resonators occupy an interval [0, l] and are separated by a distance dij = d = l/N , with a(k) = kd,
k = 1, . . . , N . We also assume the resonators are identical and set:

Lj = L, mj = m = M/N, Iz
j = Iz = aML2/N, (38)

where M and c represent the total mass and stiffness of the effective medium attached to the
lateral beam. Additionally, concerning quantities associated with the axial motion and flexure of
the resonators we let

EjAj = cL/N, EjJj = bcL3/N, j = 1, . . . , N . (39)

Here, a and b refer to dimensionless parameters. The above leads to the following definitions:

#j(ω) = l
N

#eff(ω), &j(ω) = l
N

&eff(ω),

$j(ω) = l
N

$eff(ω), ϒj(ω) = l
N

ϒeff(ω), (40)

with

&eff(ω) = Mc
l(c − Mω2)

, #eff(ω) = −12bcM(aMω2 − bc)
lD

,

$eff(ω) = 6bcML(aMω2 − 2bc)
lD

, ϒeff(ω) = −4bcML2(−3[1 + a]bc + aMω2)
lD

(41)

and
D = aM2ω4 − 4bc(1 + 3a)Mω2 + 12(bc)2.

The effective equations for the medium can be obtained by taking the limit as N → ∞ as follows.
Returning to (16) and (17), these equations take the form:

U(a(k)) =
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2d
[
#eff(ω)U(a(j)) + $eff(ω)V ′(a(j))

]
g(a(k) − a(j))
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V (a(k)) = −
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2d &eff(ω)V (a(j))G(a(k) − a(j))

+
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2d
[
$eff(ω)U(a(j)) + ϒeff(ω)V ′(a(j))

]
G′(a(k) − a(j)).

Taking the limit as N → ∞, d → 0, one can replace the sums on the right-hand side by integrals
over the interval from [0, l] to retrieve:

U(x) = ω2
∫ l

0

[
#eff(ω)U(x̂) + $eff(ω)V ′(x̂)

]
g(x − x̂)dx̂

V (x) = −ω2
∫ l

0
&eff(ω)V (x̂)G(x − x̂)dx̂

+ω2
∫ l

0

[
$eff(ω)U(x̂) + ϒeff(ω)V ′(x̂)

]
G′(x − x̂)dx̂.

Next, one can utilise (13) and (14) after applying the differential operators connected with the axial
and flexural problems of U(x) and V (x), respectively, that are now defined through the above integral
equations. This yields the homogenised equations for the generalised Rayleigh beam:

ρAω2U(x) + EAU ′′(x) = −ω2 [#eff(ω)U(x) + $eff(ω)V ′(x)
]
χ(0,l)(x), (42)

−ρAω2V (x) + EJV ′′′′(x) = ω2&eff(ω)V (x)χ(0,l)(x)

−ω2 [$eff(ω)U ′(x) + ϒeff(ω)V ′′(x)
]
χ(0,l)(x), (43)

for −∞ < x < ∞, where χ(0,l)(x) is the characteristic function of the set (0, l). For the derivation
of the natural boundary conditions of this effective model, see Appendix A. This is used next in
combination with (42) and (43) to analyse the scattering effects of a dense periodic resonant cluster.

5.2 Effective transmission problem

Here, we consider the scattering of waves along the lateral beam that has infinite extent and contains
a segment [0, l] that is attached to the effective resonant layer. We assume a flexural wave of unit
amplitude and frequency ω propagates from the far left of the lateral beam and interacts with the
material situated in [0, l]. In this case, the total fields U(x) and V (x) are solutions of (42) and (43)
and are assumed to satisfy the following transmission conditions

[U(x)]x=0 = [U(x)]x=l = 0, [U ′(x)]x=0 = [U ′(x)]x=l = 0, (44)

representing the jump in axial displacements and axial stress at x = 0 and l, which utilises the
notation:

[W (x)]x=a = W (x)
∣∣∣
x=a+ − W (x)

∣∣∣
x=a− .
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Additionally, we require transmission conditions for the flexural motion across the internal
boundaries of the medium. More specifically, we impose the continuity of the flexural displacement,
rotations and moments through:

[V (x)]
∣∣∣
x=0

= [V (x)]
∣∣∣
x=l

= 0, [V ′(x)]
∣∣∣
x=0

= [V ′(x)]
∣∣∣
x=l

= 0, (45)

and
[V ′′(x)]

∣∣∣
x=0

= [V ′′(x)]
∣∣∣
x=l

= 0 (46)

respectively. Further, we supply the following transmission conditions at x = 0 and x = l concerning
the shear forces:

EJV ′′′(x)
∣∣∣
x=0− = {EJV ′′′(x) + ω2$eff (ω)U(x) + ω2ϒeff (ω)V ′(x)}

∣∣∣
x=0+ (47)

{EJV ′′′(x) + ω2$eff (ω)U(x) + ω2ϒeff (ω)V ′(x)}
∣∣∣
x=l−

= EJV ′′′(x)
∣∣∣
x=l+

. (48)

Note that here the forcing terms associated with the traces from within [0, l] represent the natural
boundary conditions appearing in the weak formulation of the effective problem. These effective
shear forces are derived in Appendix A. In particular, in their representations, in addition to the
standard third order derivatives associated with the internal shear force for an Euler–Bernoulli beam,
there are terms corresponding to the effective input from the dense layer of resonators on top of
the lateral beam. These terms correspond to the coupling effect already observed in the considered
problem and rotational inertial terms that are sign indefinite.

5.2.1 The solution to the effective transmission problem. The solution to the effective problem
described above takes the form:

U(x) =






B1e−ikRx if x < 0,

6∑

j=1

Cjeikjx if 0 < x < l,

B2eikRx otherwise

(49)

and

V (x) =






eikBx + D1e−ikBx + D2ekBx if x < 0,

6∑

j=1

Cjφ(kj)eikjx if 0 < x < l,

D3eikBx + D4e−kBx otherwise,

(50)

where the first term in the representation of V (x) for x < 0 represents the field incident on effective
medium from the left.
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In the above representation, kj, 1 ≤ j ≤ 6, are parameters governing the vibration response of the
effective medium, which arrive from the solution of the algebraic equation:

E2AJk6 − Eω2(A[ρJ + ϒeff(ω)] + J#eff(ω))k4 +
ω2(ω2[$eff(ω)2 − ρAϒeff(ω) − #eff(ω)ϒeff(ω)] + EA[ρA + &eff(ω)])k2

−ω4(ρA + #eff(ω))(ρA + &eff(ω)) = 0. (51)

We note that real solutions to this equation give effective wavenumbers for the medium in the segment
[0, l]. Additionally, in (50),

φ(k) = − ikω2$eff(ω)
EJk4 − ω2(ϒeff(ω)k2 + ρA + &eff(ω))

.

The 12 coefficients B1, B2, Cj, 1 ≤ j ≤ 6, and Di, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, can then be found by combining (49)
and (50) with (44)–(48) and solving the corresponding algebraic system that results from this.

5.2.2 Efficiency of the dynamic homogenisation approximation in modelling dense resonator
arrays. Here, we consider the efficiency of the solution to the effective scattering problem, presented
in section 5.2.1, in predicting the response of the lateral beam in the case when the number of
resonators within the system becomes large.

We assume a periodic distribution of N resonators within the interval [0, 1] with properties as
described in section 5.1. For the numerical computations presented here, the effective medium atop
on the lateral beam (corresponding to the case when N → ∞), is assumed to have mass M = 10,
stiffness c = 5 and height L = 1. Additionally, we define the parameters a = 1 and b = 1/4, that
appear in the definition of the resonator properties (38) and (39). The frequency of the incident wave
is taken as ω = 0.88.

Our aim here is to show the dynamic homogenisation approximation of section 5.2.1 can be used
as an accurate alternative to the results of section 4.5, concerning the scattering of flexural waves by
N resonators, when N → ∞.

First, we demonstrate the accuracy of the results of section 4.5 in determining the dynamic
behaviour of the lateral beam with a collection of N resonators. We focus the analysis on the scattered
wave field obtained by removing the incident field from (37). Figure 6(a) shows a comparison between
the displacement profiles for the lateral beam based on the results of (i) section 4.5 and (ii) COMSOL
Multiphysics 5.3, for the case when the lateral beam possesses N = 4 resonators. Once more, the
COMSOL computation has been developed in the Structural Mechanics module using a finite beam
with adaptive absorbing layers prescribed at its left and right ends.

Figure 6(a) again demonstrates that the procedure developed in section 4.5 is highly accurate,
with the profiles predicted by both analytical and numerical methods being almost indistinguishable.
A magnification of the profiles in the vicinity of the resonators has been presented in Fig. 6(b) to
illustrate the sharp change in the response of the system. While it is possible to observe some small
deviations between the computations presented, the analytical procedure developed here remains
accurate even when abrupt changes in the comb occur due to the action of the resonators.

In relation to Fig. 6(a) and (b), we recall that the resonators induce internal point forces and
moments within the system, whose magnitude and direction are controlled by both the principal
displacements of the main beam and also terms (41) featuring the competition between the resonator
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Fig. 6 (a) The response of the lateral beam attached to N = 4 equally spaced resonators. We show the profile
corresponding to the scattered field produced when the incident wave interacts with the resonators. In (a), the
computations are based on (i) the analytical solution discussed in section 4.5 and (ii) results from COMSOL
MultiPhysics 5.3. The positions of the bases of individual resonators are represented by crosses and circles,
respectively. (b) Magnification of the plot in the dashed square box of (a). (c) The profile of a beam with a dense
cluster of equally spaced resonators in a segment. The response shown is based on the scattered field produced
by the same incident field in (a) and (b) and obtained via homogenised solution presented in section 5.1.

properties with the vibration frequency. Those terms can alter the action of the additional translational
and rotational inertial effects the resonators supply to the main beam at single points. The sign of
the inertia terms may vary from individual resonator locations.

Further the resonators induce a coupling between the principal displacements, combining the
motion of compressional waves with flexural waves. Hence, as a result of these factors, a range
of complex motions can be supported by the main beam when influenced by the motion of the
resonators.

This fact is further supported by the analysis of the asymptotic model found in section 5.2.1 for
dense clusters. There, the solution to the problem depends on the roots of (51), which can be

1. real, providing typical waveforms within the dense cluster of resonators,
2. imaginary, giving evanescent longitudinal and flexural waves decaying to the left and the right
within the segment of resonators, or
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Fig. 7 Demonstration of the convergence of the scattered field with a periodic array of N resonators, based on
results of section 4.5 for N = 4, 5, 10, 20, 100, to the solution of the effective dynamic problem of section 5.1
derived via the meso-scale solution (see also section 5.2.1). For the cases concerning the discrete array of
resonators, the positions of the bases of the resonators are indicated by crosses along the corresponding profile.

3. complex, which are linked to oscillations with increasing or decreasing amplitude within the
resonator cluster.

Here, the latter are not typically found in the study of undamped flexural and longitudinal waves
for classical Euler–Bernoulli beams, whereas the penultimate waveform is only a feature of flexural
wave motion in such systems. For the sake of brevity, here we will not explore the above described
phenomena in detail.

Having verified the accuracy of the approach in section 4.5, we now consider the behaviour for
the solution for case when N → ∞. Recall in this limit, one should obtain the solution provided
in section 5.1 to the effective dynamic problem (see also section 5.2.1). Figure 6(c) shows the
behaviour of the solution to the problem obtained with a dynamic homogenisation based on the
meso-scale solution. There the solution appears to be smooth in the sense there are no sharp
changes in the profile as observed in Fig. 6 for a small collection of resonators. Simultaneously,
the solution to the effective dynamic problem of section 5.1 reproduces similar features seen in
Fig. 6(c).

In Fig. 7, we demonstrate the convergence of the solution (42) and (43) to the solution of the
effective model obtained via the meso-scale solution as described in section 5.1 when N → ∞.
There it can be seen that for large N , the solution of the effective problem provides an excellent
reproduction of the features in the behaviour of the lateral beam that possesses a large collection of
resonators. The example presented illustrates that for large N , it is useful to consider the solution to
the effective problem derived in section 5.1 in place of using the results of section 4.5, where the
latter requires the solution of a large algebraic system that can be computationally intensive.
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6. Finite meso-scale elastic combs: eigenvalue problems

In this section, we extend the methods developed in sections 3 and 5 to analyse the dynamic response
of finite length multi-scale combs. In contrast with the previous sections, where the frequency of
vibration is assumed to be known a priori, here we engage an eigenvalue problem as described in
section 6.1. There the vibration modes and frequencies of the finite comb should be determined.

For the eigenvalue problem, we assume the comb is formed from finite lateral beam of length L0
that is connected to a collection of N resonators. Without loss of generality, we consider the case
when the ends of lateral beam are clamped. Further, we note that the method presented here is easily
generalised to other constraints imposed on the ends of this beam.

The introduction of boundary points along the main beam brings new facets to the procedure of
sections 3 and 5 where their influence should be taken into account and this is handled using dynamic
Green’s functions for a finite beam (see section 6.2).

Section 6.4 provides the comparison between the new algorithm developed in this section with
benchmark finite element computations. This includes combs with a single resonator and a non-
periodic array of resonators.

In section 6.5, we adopt the procedure of section 5 to develop the effective eigenvalue problem
describing a finite multi-scale comb with a dense microstructure. There, based on this model, we
also present computations highlighting the behaviour of the comb’s eigenvalues as the denseness of
its resonant microstructure increases.

6.1 Eigenvalue problem for the finite comb multi-structure

The boundary value problem now satisfied by the functions U(x) and V (x) describing axial and
flexural motions, respectively, of a lateral beam of length L0 involves (1) and (2), valid now for
0 < x < L0. It also consists of the boundary conditions:

U(0) = U(L0) = 0 (52)

for the axial deformation and

V (0) = V ′(0) = V (L0) = V ′(L0) = 0 (53)

imposed on the flexural deformation.

6.2 Dynamic Green’s functions and the construction of the eigenmodes

To identify the eigenfrequencies of the finite structure and the corresponding modes, one requires
a representation of U(x) and V (x) that utilises the dynamic Green’s functions for axial and flexural
motions of the lateral beam, denoted by g(0) and G(0), respectively. These functions satisfy:

ρAω2g(0)(x, x̂) + EA(g(0))′′(x, x̂) + δ(x − x̂) = 0, 0 < x, x̂ < L0,

g(0)(0, x̂) = g(0)(L0, x̂) = 0, 0 < x̂ < L0,

for the axial response and

−ρAω2G(0)(x, x̂) + EJ(G(0))′′′′(x, x̂) + δ(x − x̂) = 0, 0 < x, x̂ < L0,
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G(0)(0, x̂) = (G(0))′(0, x̂) = 0,

G(0)(L0, x̂) = (G(0))′(L0, x̂) = 0, 0 < x̂ < L0,

for the flexural response of the lateral beam when subjected to a unit point force acting in the x- and
y-directions, respectively. These dynamic Green’s functions are readily constructed explicitly and
take the form:

g(0)(x, x̂) =






− sin(kR(L0 − x̂)) sin(kRx)
kREA sin(kRL0)

, 0 < x ≤ x̂,

− sin(kR(L0 − x)) sin(kRx̂)
kREA sin(kRL0)

, x̂ ≤ x < L0,

(54)

and

G(0)(x, x̂) =






A1(x̂)C(x) + A2(x̂)S(x)

4EJk3
B(cos(kBL) cosh(kBL) − 1)

, 0 < x ≤ x̂

A1(x)C(x̂) + A2(x)S(x̂)

4EJk3
B(cos(kBL) cosh(kBL) − 1)

, x̂ ≤ x < L0,

where
C(x) = cos(kBx) − cosh(kBx), S(x) = sin(kBx) − sinh(kBx), (55)

A1(x̂) = sinh(kBL) cos(kB(L − x̂)) − cosh(kBL) sin(kB(L − x̂))

− cos(kBL) sinh(kB(L − x̂)) + sin(kBL) cosh(kB(L − x̂))

− sin(kBx̂) − sinh(kBx̂)

and

A2(x̂) = − sin(kBL) sinh(kB(L − x̂)) − cos(kBL) cosh(kB(L − x̂))

+ sinh(kBL) sin(kB(L − x̂)) − cosh(kBL) cos(kB(L − x̂))

+ cos(kBx̂) + cosh(kBx̂).

6.2.1 Representation of eigenmodes. The solutions to (1), (2), (52) and (53) are then sought in
the form

U(x) =
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2
[
#j(ω)U(a(j)) + $j(ω)V ′(a(j))

]
g(0)(x, a(j)),

V (x) = −
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2&j(ω)V (a(j))G(0)(x, a(j))

−
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2
[
$j(ω)U(a(j)) + ϒj(ω)V ′(a(j))

]
G(0)

x̂ (x, a(j)). (56)

Note the derivative of Green’s function in the last term in the above right-hand side (indicated by the
subscript x̂) is taken with respect to its second argument. This is to ensure the representation of V (x)
in (56) satisfies the boundary conditions imposed at the ends of the lateral beam (53). It remains to
determine the quantities U(a(j)), V (a(j)) and V ′(a(j)) in the above solutions.
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6.3 Algebraic system for the unknown coefficients

Proceeding in similar way to as outlined in section 3, we derive a system for the quantities U(a(j)),
V (a(j)) and V ′(a(j)) in (56) the form:

(I3N + ω2D(0)(ω))U = 0, (57)

with
U = (U(a(1)), V (a(1)), V ′(a(1)), . . . , U(a(N)), V (a(N)), V ′(a(N)))T ,

D(0)(ω) = [D(0)
ij (ω)]Ni,j=1,

and

D(0)
ij (ω) =





−#j(ω)g(0)(a(i), a(j)) 0 −$j(ω)g(0)(a(i), a(j))

$j(ω)G(0)
x̂ (a(i), a(j)) &j(ω)G(0)(a(i), a(j)) ϒj(ω)G(0)

x̂ (a(i), a(j))

$j(ω)G(0)
xx̂ (a(i), a(j)) &j(ω)G(0)

x (a(i), a(j)) ϒj(ω)G(0)
xx̂ (a(i), a(j))




.

Here, the subscripts appearing with the Green’s functions refer to differentiation with respect to the
indicated independent variables. The vector U in (57) is identified as a non-trivial solution of this
system that corresponds to eigenfrequencies for the coefficient matrix of U is degenerate, that is,
when:

KN = det(I3N + ω2D(0)(ω)) = 0, (58)

is satisfied.

6.4 Numerical illustrations of eigenmodes

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the procedure developed in sections 6.1–6.3 in
predicting the eigenfrequencies and corresponding eigenmodes for the finite system.

6.4.1 The case of a single resonator. Firstly, we consider a finite system with a single resonator
(N = 1), located midway along the lateral beam with length 2. All other physical parameters in the
considered system are taken equal to unity. Predictions of the eigenfrequencies of this system are
easily traced from (58). For the case N = 1, the plot of K1 as a function of the frequency f = ω/(2π )
is given in Fig. 8(a). Here, the roots of this function (marked with black crosses) correspond to
non-trivial solutions of (57) and consequently the eigenmodes are then determined from (56).

Predictions for the first 10 eigenfrequencies of the system based on the roots of (58) and those
predicted in COMSOL are shown in Table 1. The results from both are almost indistinguishable. In
this table, we also present the eigenvalues f = n/2, n = 1, 2, . . . , that are linked to modes involving
longitudinal deformations that do not excite flexural deformations (see section 6.4.2 for details). The
first of these eigenfrequencies is shown in Fig. 8(a) by the red circle.

Figure 8(b) and (d) shows the first and sixth modes of the system based on computations within
the finite element package COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3, which predicts the eigenfrequencies for
these modes as f = 0.121 Hz and 0.89317 Hz. Figure 8(c) and (e) shows the first and sixth modes
of the system computed with the analytical solution (56), which correspond to the frequencies
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Fig. 8 (a) Plot of the function K1 as a function of the frequency f = ω/(2π ) Hz based on the right-hand side
of (58). The first eigenmode of the system with a single resonator is shown in (b) and (c). In (d) and (e), we show
the sixth eigenmode of this system. Here, (b) and (d) are generated with COMSOL MultiPhysics 5.3 and (c) and
(e) are based on the analytical solutions (56). The colour plots in (b)–(e) correspond to the total displacement
of the medium.
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Table 1 The eigenfrequencies for the first 10 modes of the heavy beam attached to a single
resonator considered in section 6.4.1. Second column shows the results based on the roots of (58)

and results of section 6.4.2 and the third column shows the predictions based on COMSOL
MultiPhysics 5.3

Eigenfrequency (Hz)

Mode Analytical (discrete meso-scale) COMSOL

1 0.121 0.121
2 0.15584 0.15584
3 0.19294 0.19294
4 0.5 0.5001
5 0.5160 0.5161
6 0.8927 0.89317
7 0.9085 0.9085
8 1 1.001
9 1.3369 1.3384
10 1.5 1.5022

f = 0.121 Hz and 0.89275 Hz (the first of these indicated as a root in Figure 8(a)). Thus, based on
Figure 8(b)–(e), we can conclude there is an excellent agreement for the computations of eigenmodes
and corresponding eigenfrequencies between those produced by COMSOL MultiPhysics 5.3 and
the analytical procedure developed in sections 6.2 and 6.3.

Figure 8(b) and (c) shows the first mode of the system can produce a localised excitation only in
the resonator of the system, whereas Fig. 8(d) and (e) demonstrates the sixth mode may correspond
to a significant excitation of the lateral beam. We note that these effects are dependent on the
material parameters and different responses and values of the eigenfrequencies may be obtained
with a different choice of material parameters, where effects attributed to negative inertial terms in
(1) and (2) may play a significant role.

6.4.2 Longitudinal vibration degeneracy. In addition to the above discussed eigenmodes for the
case of a single resonator, where a combination of flexural and longitudinal deformations can appear,
we note there exist modes at where these responses can decouple. These particular modes are linked
to a degeneracy of the meso-scale representation (56). Indeed, at frequencies where the decoupling
effect occurs, the meso-scale representation (56) for the axial displacement is no longer valid as the
Green’s function g(0) in (54) is singular. The resulting modes of the medium correspond to when the
flexural deformation is absent, that is, V (x) ≡ 0 and the axial deformation possesses a node at the
junction point x = L0/2. Specifically, the axial deformation has the form

U(x) = B sin
(√

ρ

E
ω(j)x

)
, ω(j) = 2

√
E
ρ

π j
L0

, j = 1, 2, . . . , (59)

where B is a displacement amplitude and the eigenfrequencies ω(j), j = 1, 2, . . . , specified are
singular points of (54). Here, (59) are a subset of the solutions to the classical problem for longitudinal
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vibration modes of a finite rod that satisfy:

ρAω2U(x) + EAU ′′(x) = 0, 0 < x < L0,

together with (52). Note according to (59), at the junction point of the medium we have U(L0/2) = 0
and (59) together with V (x) ≡ 0 satisfy (1), (2), (52) and (53).

6.4.3 Non-periodic arrays of resonators. Here, we analyse the effectiveness of the analytical
procedure, constructed in sections 6.1–6.3, when used to predict the eigenfrequencies and associated
eigenmodes of a system possessing a non-periodic array of multiple resonators.

We consider an array of resonators with masses given by spheres, with radius rj = 0.1, mass
mj = 0.2j and rotational inertia Iz = 2

5 mjr2
j , 1 ≤ j ≤ N , and attached to the lateral beam of length

2. The position of the bases of the resonators along the lateral beam are chosen in a non-periodic
fashion having a spacing between neighbouring resonators of either 0.1 or 0.05. Additionally, the
lengths of the individual resonators can vary, taking a value of 1 or 0.5. All other material parameters
of the system are taken as unity.

Figure 9(a) shows the first mode of the system generated by COMSOL MultiPhysics 5.3, which
corresponds to the eigenfrequency f = 0.072471 Hz. Here, an eigenfrequency analysis has been
implemented in the Structural Mechanics module to produce this associated computation. For this
vibration mode, the deformation is localised within the non-periodic resonator array, while outside of
this array the lateral beam remains undisturbed. The 24th mode of the system, whose eigenfrequency
is f = 1.0876 Hz, determined via COMSOL MultiPhysics 5.3 can be found in Fig. 9(c). In this
example, the higher mode frequency results in a high deformation of the lateral beam that also
engages the motion of the lower portion of the resonator array. We note the displacements of the tips
of the resonators are relatively small at this frequency regime.

Figure 9(b) and (d) presents the computations based on the analytical results (56), which computes
the eigenfrequencies of these modes to be f = 0.072471 Hz and f = 1.0872Hz, respectively. Once
again we observe an excellent agreement between the modes computed in Fig. 9(a) and (c) with the
finite element method and those in Fig. 9(b) and (d) based on the analytical method developed in
this article.

In the case when the resonator number becomes very large, the computation of eigenfrequencies
and eigenmodes through numerical means can become laborious and difficult to compute accurately.
In this case, the method presented in here provides an efficient alternative to computing these
quantities.

6.5 Effective eigenvalue problem for large N

Here, we discuss an effective eigenvalue problem that can be obtained from following the procedure
developed in section 5.1. In the low-frequency regime, this eigenvalue problem describes the dynamic
behaviour of the finite beam, clamped at both ends and with an internal segment attached to a large
array of periodically placed flexural resonators.

To retrieve this effective problem, we consider a periodic array of resonators attached to the lateral
beam, contained within an interval [l1, l2] ⊂ [0, L], with positions

a(j) = l1 + j(l2 − l1)/(N + 1), j = 1, . . . , N .

The remaining material parameters are as described in section 5.1.
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Fig. 9 Eigenmodes for the first and 24th modes of a comb possessing a non-periodic array of resonators. Here,
(a, c) are computed using COMSOL MultiPhysics 5.3 and (b, d) are produced with the formulae in (56). The
colour plot in (a)–(d) shows the total displacements assumed by the structure at the determined eigenfrequencies.

In this case, one may follow a similar approach as in section 5.1 using (56) and the subsequent
algebraic system formed for the unknown coefficients in the right-hand side by taking x = a(j), 1 ≤
j ≤ N . Then, allowing N → ∞, we recover an effective eigenvalue problem involving displacement
functions U(x), V (x) that is formed from (42), (43), the clamping conditions (52), (53) and the
effective transmission conditions (45)–(48) (with x = 0, l replaced with l1 and l2, respectively),
representing the interaction between segments of the lateral beam with and without resonators.

The non-trivial solution of the effective eigenvalue problem is then sought in the form

U(x) =






B1 sin(kRx) if 0 < x < ll,

6∑

j=1

Cjeikjx if l1 < x < l2,

B2 sin(kR(x − L)) if l2 < x < L.

(60)
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Fig. 10 Eigenvalues of the comb as a function of N . (a) The eigenvalues of the comb found using the method
of sections 6.2.1–6.3 and the degeneracies of the system (58), represented by crosses. (b) Magnification of the
plot within the red box found in (a). There, horizontal dashed and dot-dashed lines correspond to the resonant
frequencies for the axial and flexural motions of the resonators, respectively. The horizontal solid lines coincide
with the eigenvalues obtained via the dynamic homogenisation approximation of section 6.5 based on the
meso-scale solution presented here. Additionally, we present computations for the eigenfrequencies for N = 4,
computed via COMSOL MultiPhysics 5.3 and shown as red circles.

and

V (x) =






D1C(x) + D2S(x) if 0 < x < l1,

6∑

j=1

Cjφ(kj)eikjx if l1 < x < l2,

D3C(x − L) + D4S(x − L) if l2 < x < L,

(61)

where C and S are defined in (55) and the frequency dependent parameters kj, 1 ≤ j ≤ 6, are found
as solutions of (51). In addition, coefficients Bj, j = 1, 2, Dj, 1 ≤ j ≤ 4 and Cj, 1 ≤ j ≤ 6, are
found from a homogeneous system by inserting (60) and (61) into the boundary conditions and
transmission conditions for the effective problem. In doing so, one may also find the corresponding
effective eigenfrequencies through the degeneracies of the homogeneous system.

6.6 The behaviour of eigenfrequencies for large N

In this section, we investigate the behaviour of the eigenvalues of a beam attached to a periodic array
of resonators as their number N is increased. We consider the lateral beam having length L = 2, and
with E = J = A = ρ = 1. The resonators have the material properties outlined in section 6.5, where
the effective mass of the resonant medium obtained in the limit as N → ∞ is M = 10, its stiffness
is c = 5 and the parameters a = 1 and b = 1/4.

Using the theory developed in section 6.5, Fig. 10 illustrates the behaviour of eigenvalues for
the considered configuration in the low frequency regime as a function of the total number N of the
resonators. Figure 10(a) demonstrates that as N increases, the number of eigenvalues in the considered
frequency interval 0 ≤ f ≤ 0.25 can increase. In particular, the spacing between the frequencies can
vary, with eigenvalues clustering near the axial and flexural resonant frequencies of the resonators.
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In Fig. 10(a), we have also verified the computations produced by the theoretical results for the case
N = 4, that once more demonstrates an excellent agreement between the computations based on the
analytical results here and the method of finite elements employed by COMSOL MultiPhysics 5.3.

A closer inspection of the eigenvalues in the lowest frequency regime, which are bounded above
by the axial resonant frequency of individual resonators, is provided in Fig. 10(b). The natural
frequencies of the resonators act as accumulation points for eigenfrequencies of the entire system
for large N . Additionally, we demonstrate the convergence of the eigenfrequencies, predicted by the
method of sections 6.2.1 and 6.3, to those obtained from the dynamic homogenisation approximation
discussed in section 6.5 that is traced from the meso-scale solution. This example once again
illustrates the benefit of using the effective boundary value problem in place of handling the analytical
procedure of sections 6.2.1 and 6.3 that utilises the manipulation of a large algebraic system when
N → ∞. Finally, we note once more that, as demonstrated earlier, the number of eigenfrequencies
within a given interval can grow with increase of N . Hence, one can expect the model of section 6.5
to not only provide a good approximation to the eigenvalues for systems with a sufficiently large
number of resonators but also to reveal additional eigenvalues connected with the effective medium.
This fact has been verified numerically using the results of section 6.5 and is not presented here.

7. Reduction to the Rayleigh beam

We conclude the work presented here by discussing how one can tune or modify the comb multi-
structure considered above to approximate the behaviour of a Rayleigh beam (58) that possesses
negative translational and rotational inertia. We note that the equation for a Rayleigh beam was
derived in (25) by considering the low-frequency approximation to an infinite symmetric flexural
structure formed from periodically placed masses connected by massless beams. In a similar spirit,
and for simplicity, here we consider a structure of infinite extent with periodically placed identical
resonators, as described in section 5. Our goal is to recover an effective equation for the Rayleigh
beam inside the interval (0, l). In reproducing the behaviour of a Rayleigh beam in this region, one
seeks the equation that governs the flexural displacement V (x) in the form:

−ω2R(ω)V (x) + EJV ′′′′(x) + ω2J (ω)V ′′(x) = 0, 0 < x < l (62)

where the transverse displacement V (x) is no longer coupled with the axial displacement U(x).
Additionally, here R and J are sign-indefinite terms depending on the radian frequency of vibration.
These coefficients contribute to determining the magnitude and direction of the displacement and
rotational inertia of the medium. Our goal here is to illustrate two approaches to determine the
functions R and J using the theory developed in this article, consequently producing design methods
to retrieve the behaviour of a Rayleigh beam with either negative displacement or negative rotational
inertia.

7.1 Frequency specific behaviour analogous to the Rayleigh beam

Our first approach in recovering (62) involves a straight-forward application of the theory developed
in sections 2 and 5 in considering the comb in Fig. 11(a). We recall that in this model the flexural
resonators considered induce a coupling of axial and flexural motions of the lateral beam. Hence,
one needs to identify ways to eliminate this effect to successfully retrieve the Rayleigh beam.
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Fig. 11 Two flexural systems that replicate the behaviour of the Rayleigh beam in the low-frequency regime.
(a) A periodic system analogous to the systems considered in sections 2–5, where resonators couple the flexural
and axial displacements of the lateral beam except at a particular frequency. (b) A system symmetric with
respect to the lateral beam, where such a coupling is absent due to geometrical considerations.

Following section 2, it is possible to write the equations of motion for the system shown in
Fig. 11(a) as (1) and (2).

ρAω2U(x) + EAU ′′(x) =

−
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2d
[
#eff(ω)U(a(j)) + $eff(ω)V ′(a(j))

]
δ(x − a(j)), (63)

and

− ρAω2V (x) + EJV ′′′′(x) =
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2d&eff(ω)V (a(j))δ(x − a(j))

−
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2d
[
$eff(ω)U(a(j)) + ϒeff(ω)V ′(a(j))

]
δ′(x − a(j)), (64)

for −∞ < x < ∞, where #eff, &eff, ϒeff and $eff are defined in (41). As before, this model embeds
a frequency dependent coupling governed by the appearance of rational functions in terms of the
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frequency parameter. On inspection of these equations, one sees that for the coupling of the flexural
and axial displacements to be eliminated, we require $eff(ωRB) = 0, where ωRB is the frequency
that allows the considered system to reproduce the motion of the Rayleigh beam. According to (3),
this immediately leads to the conclusion that the frequency should be chosen as

ω = ωRB =
√

EJ
LIz =

√
2bc
aM

, (65)

where a, b and c are dimensionless parameters associated with the material properties of the resonant
material obtained as N → ∞ within [0, l]. In this case, the axial displacement U(x) decouples from
the flexural displacement of the system V (x) in (63) and (64) embedding the influence of resonators
at certain points along the beam.

Next, assuming the frequency is chosen as in (65), we write the flexural displacement as the
solution of (64) as:

V (x) = −
∑

1≤j≤N

ω2
RB

{
&eff(ωRB)V (a(j))G(x − a(j))

−ϒeff(ωRB)V ′(a(j))G′(x − a(j))
}

d. (66)

we can derive an analogous equation to (62) by following a similar the procedure to section 5. This
leads to the expressions governing the displacement and rotational inertia as

R(ω) = ρA + &eff(ω), J (ω) = ϒeff(ω),

respectively, where it is apparent the resonator properties may be chosen to adjust the sign of these
terms, leading to negative translational and rotational inertial effects in (62).

7.2 Constructing a Rayleigh beam with a symmetric multi-structure

We now consider the structure in Fig. 11(b), which is symmetric about the x-axis, and demonstrate
how one can recreate the behaviour of a Rayleigh beam with this system.

In modelling the system in this case, (4) and (5) are updated to

ρAω2U(x) + EAU ′′(x) =
∑

1≤j≤N

(Q(x,j)
− − Q(x,j)

+ )δ(x − a(j)), (67)

− ρAω2V (x) + EJV ′′′′(x) =
∑

1≤j≤N

(F (y,j)
− − F (y,j)

+ )δ(x − a(j))

+
∑

1≤j≤N

(M(z,j)
− −M(z,j)

+ )
d
dx

δ(x − a(j)), (68)

where −∞ < x < ∞. In these equations, the terms M(z,j)
+ and Q(x,j)

+ , represent the bending moments
and shear forces supplied by the jth, 1 ≤ j ≤ N , resonator located above the lateral beam and having
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the form:

Q(x,j)
+ = ω2#eff(ω)U(a(j))d + ω2$eff(ω)V ′(a(j))d,

M(z,j)
+ = ω2$eff(ω)U(a(j))d + ω2ϒeff(ω)V ′(a(j))d,

where these have been derived by combining the right-hand sides of (12) with (38) and (39). Similarly,
F (y,j)

+ are the axial forces produced by the same elements that influence the lateral beam, which based
on (8) and section 5 are:

F (y,j)
+ = ω2&eff(ω)V (a(j))d.

For the resonators situated below the symmetry axis of the system, one should calculate the axial
forces F (y,j)

− , bending moments M(z,j)
+ and shear forces Q(x,j)

+ produced by these resonators at their
connection to the lateral beam. The expressions for these forces are given by

Q(x,j)
− = −ω2#eff(ω)U(a(j))d + ω2$eff(ω)V ′(a(j))d,

M(z,j)
− = ω2$eff(ω)U(a(j))d − ω2ϒeff(ω)V ′(a(j))d (69)

and

F (y,j)
− = −ω2&eff(ω)V (a(j))d, (70)

where details of their derivations can be found in the Appendix B.
Using the above, (67) and (68) then gives the following decoupled problem, involving an equation

for the axial motion of the beam:

ρAω2U(x) + EAU ′′(x) = −2ω2d
∑

1≤j≤N

#eff(ω)U(a(j))δ(x − a(j)),

and the equation associated with flexural motion of the beam:

−ρAω2V (x) + EJV ′′′′(x) = −2ω2d
∑

1≤j≤N

&eff(ω)V (a(j))δ(x − a(j))

−2ω2d
∑

1≤j≤N

ϒeff(ω)V ′(a(j))
d
dx

δ(x − a(j)).

The flexural displacement V (x) can be determined in a similar way to (66) and it remains to utilise
this solution to recover an effective problem related to the flexural behaviour of the beam within the
segment (0, l). Once more we follow a similar approach to section 5 and obtain the effective equation
(62) for the flexure of the lateral beam, only now

R(ω) = ρA + 2&eff(ω), J (ω) = 2ϒeff(ω),

dictate the displacement and rotational inertia, respectively, of the beam.
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8. Conclusions

Here, we have analysed the dynamic behaviour of various flexural systems formed from a heavy
beam attached to an array of non-periodically situated resonators. The resonators provide axial and
flexural forcing to the heavy beam. This is reflected in the appearance of Dirac delta functions
in the governing equations for the beam that are situated at the resonator sites. Additionally, the
resonant elements supply the point moments to the main beam, bringing in additional forcing terms
in governing equations of the beam in the form of the derivatives of delta functions. These forcing
terms couple the axial and flexural motions of the main beam leading to a vectorial problem involving
mixed order partial differential equations that should be solved to determine the motion of the system.

Naturally, the appearance of singular terms in the derived problem leads to the construction of exact
solutions for the axial and flexural displacements in terms of Green’s functions and their derivatives.
Additionally, the solutions contain unknown intensities for the Green’s functions that must be
determined by solving a linear algebraic system linking the interaction of individual resonators
within the system. The solutions provide a point-wise description of the motion of the beam, which
includes the accurate characterisation of its response inside the resonant array at resonator sites and
in between these locations. Further, the functions determining the displacements can treat meso-scale
type scenarios, handling sparse resonator arrays, dense clusters of resonators and at low frequencies,
giving effective descriptions of the medium in such configurations.

For problems involving infinite structures, we have analysed the scattering of waves resulting from
the interaction of a remotely generated incident wave, having specified amplitude and frequency,
with the resonant array. This problem leads to an inhomogeneous linear system appearing in the
solutions that should be solved to determine the unknown intensities.

In contrast, when the beam is finite, one searches for eigenfrequencies and the corresponding
eigenfunctions for the beam. In the corresponding derived solution, the intensities of the Green’s
functions result from non-trivial solutions of a homogeneous linear system that is degenerate at
eigenfrequencies of the system.

We have also demonstrated the method provided here can be used to derive efficient dynamic
homogenisation approximations that lead to an accurate description of the beam’s response when
interacting with large periodic clusters of resonators. These approximations, based on the meso-
scale method presented, provide a fast and efficient alternative to addressing large algebraic systems
required by meso-scale solutions that naturally appear when the microstructure is dense (see (6)).
Further, for symmetric flexural structures, the dynamic homogenisation procedure developed here
allows us to recover a Rayleigh beam that possesses negative translational and rotational inertia. It has
also led to a novel model we term the generalised Rayleigh beam that arrives from the consideration of
asymmetric configurations and that retains the dynamic coupling between axial and flexural motions
of the main beam.

The approaches presented here are easily extended to modelling the dynamic behaviour of a wide
range of multi-structures. They also provide a suitable tool for the design of novel waveguides with
generally arranged microstructures that lead to special dynamic responses, which we envisage will
also be useful in civil engineering and seismic protection.
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Appendix A: Derivation of effective flexural force in the lateral beam

In this section, we derive the effective natural boundary conditions, appearing in (47) and (48),
corresponding to equations governing the homogenised medium studied in section 5. Specifically,
we refer to the derivation of the effective conditions for the internal shear forces possessed by this
medium.

Integral identity for the axial behaviour of the system. We begin by taking (42) and multiplying
throughout by a test function Y ∈ C∞([0, l]). Next, we apply integration by parts to the result and
obtain

∫ l

0

[
Y (x)LA

eff

( d
dx

)
U(x) + ω2$eff (ω)Y (x)V ′(x)

]
dx

=
∫ l

0

[
U(x)LA

eff

( d
dx

)
Y (x) − ω2$eff (ω)Y ′(x)V (x)

]
dx

+
[
Y (x)σ

( d
dx

)
U(x) − U(x)σ

( d
dx

)
Y (x)

]l

0
+
[
ω2$eff (ω)Y (x)V (x)

]l

0
, (A.1)

where the differential operator

LA
eff

( d
dx

)
:= EA

d2

dx2 + ω2(ρA + #eff(ω)),

which embeds effective inertial properties of the medium, and the boundary operator

σ
( d

dx

)
:= EA

d
dx

,

is used to represent the internal axial stresses along the rod.

Integral identity for the flexural behaviour of the system. In a similar way, next we multiply
(43) by a test function Z ∈ C∞([0, 1]), and we apply integration by parts twice to give:

∫ l

0

[
Z(x)LF

eff

( d
dx

)
V (x) + ω2$eff (ω)Z(x)U ′(x)

]
dx

=
∫ l

0

[
V (x)LF

eff

( d
dx

)
Z(x) − ω2$eff (ω)Z ′(x)U(x)

]
dx

−
[
Z(x)

{
Qeff

( d
dx

)
V (x) − ω2$eff U(x)

}]l

0
+
[
V (x)Qeff

( d
dx

)
Z(x)

]l

0

+
[
V ′(x)Mz

( d
dx

)
Z(x) − Z ′(x)Mz

(
d
dx

)
V (x)

]l

0
. (A.2)

Here, we have introduced a further two differential operators that contribute to characterising the
flexural deformation:

LF
eff

( d
dx

)
:= EJ

d4

dx4 + ω2ϒeff (ω)
d2

dx2
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and

Qeff

( d
dx

)
:= −EJ

d3

dx3 − ω2ϒ(ω)
d
dx

.

The former contributes to the operator governing the flexural waves in effective medium, whereas
the latter contributes to the characterisation of the shear force in the lateral beam, which also embeds
the coupling term (see (A.2)). Additionally, we use the operator

Mz
( d

dx

)
:= EJ

d2

dx2 ,

to describe the internal moments of the medium which take the usual form associated with an ordinary
Euler–Bernoulli beam.

Green’s identity for the coupled problem. Next, we combine (A.1) and (A.2) and following
some rearrangement, we retrieve the integral identity that utilises matrix differential operators:

∫ l

0

{
X(x) · L+

( d
dx

)
W(x) − W(x) · L−

( d
dx

)
X(x)

}
dx

=
[
X(x) · F+

( d
dx

)
W(x) − W(x) · F−

( d
dx

)
X(x)

]l

0

+
[
V ′(x)Mz

( d
dx

)
Z(x) − Z ′(x)Mz

(
d
dx

)
V (x)

]l

0
(A.3)

where
X(x) = (Y (x), Z(x))T, W(x) = (U(x), V (x))T,

L±
( d

dx

)
=





LA
eff

( d
dx

)
±ω2$eff

d
dx

±ω2$eff (ω)
d
dx

LF
eff

( d
dx

)




,

and

F±
( d

dx

)
=





σ
( d

dx

)
0

±ω2$eff (ω) Qeff

( d
dx

)




.

Finally, the first and second components of the term

F+
( d

dx

)
W(x) =





σ
( d

dx

)
U(x)

Qeff

( d
dx

)
V (x) + ω2$eff(ω)U(x)




,

that appears in the right-hand side of (A.3), represents the axial force and the shear force, respectively,
possessed by the lateral beam. We note the second component represents the effective shear force in
the system and this proves the natural boundary condition arising from integration by parts for the
effective beam is that found in (47) and (48).
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Appendix B: Derivation of forcing terms required for symmetric flexural systems

Here, we derive the expressions for (69) and (70). In relation to Fig. 11(b), we assume the masses
of the flexural resonators located at y < 0 have displacement u−

j and rotation θ
(z,−)
j . The governing

equations for each of these masses are then

−mjω
2u−

j = Q(x,j)
− (0) and − I (j)

z ω2θ
(z,−)
j = M(z,j)

− (0), (B.1)

where M(z,j)
− and Q(x,j)

− are the internal bending moments and shear forces, respectively, in the
massless beams forming these resonators. These take the form

Q(x,j)
− (ŷ) = −EjJj(U

(j)
− )′′′(ŷ), and M(z,j)

− (ŷ) = −EjJj(U
(j)
− )′′(ŷ),

with U(j)
− being the displacement along the massless beams. These displacements have the

representation

U(j)
− (ŷ) = −[(((a(j)) + θ

(z,−)
j )Lj + 2(U(a(j)) − u−

j )] ŷ3

L3
j

+[3(U(a(j)) − u−
j ) + Lj((z(a(j)) + 2θ

(z,−)
j )] ŷ2

L2
j

−θ
(z,−)
j ŷ + u−

j , (B.2)

with ŷ ∈ [0, Lj]. Substitution of (B.2) into (B.1) leads to a system of two equations that can be used

to rewrite the generalised coordinates of the masses u−
j and rotation θ

(z,−)
j in terms of the generalised

coordinates U(a(j)) and (z(a(j)) describing the motion of the junctions between the lateral beam and
the j-th resonator. The results can then be substituted into (B.2) and used to compute:

Q(x,j)
− = Q(x,j)

− (Lj) = −ω2#j(ω)U(a(j)) + ω2$j(ω)V ′(a(j)),

M(z,j)
− = M(z,j)

− (Lj) = ω2$j(ω)U(a(j)) − ω2ϒj(ω)V ′(a(j)).

It remains to use (38) and (39) to obtain (69).
For the axial displacement, we need the function

V (j)
− (ŷ) = (V (a(j)) − v−

j )
ŷ
Lj

+ v−
j , 0 < ŷ < Lj, (B.3)

that describes the axial displacement of the jth resonator located at y < 0. Here, v−
j is the displacement

of the mass associated with this resonator in the y-direction. We perform the linear momentum balance
in the y-direction for this mass leading to

−mjω
2v−

j = −F(y,j)
− (0), (B.4)
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where
F(y,j)

− (ŷ) = EjAj(V
(j)
− )′(ŷ).

Inserting (B.3) into the above and rearranging the result to derive an expression for v−
j , we then

insert this back into (B.3). The axial force supplied by this resonator is then given as

F (y,j)
+ = ω2&j(ω)V (a(j)).

Using (38) and (39) then provides (70).
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